COMFORT WORKS

Designed to create informal, impromptu meetings, Joelle brings a casual charm to the workplace. Each Joelle component is available separately or can be combined with tables and surface ottomans to form flexible spaces where people can drop in, share ideas, or just stretch out while they work. Contrasting fabrics and stitching provide additional options that add personality to your space.
SHAPES FOR ANY OCCASION

The small scale and variety of shapes make Joelle easy to integrate into any area of the office. Mix and match pieces to create flexible and comfortable seating. From lobbies to informal conference spaces, Joelle is the perfect solution for any space.

Also shown: Bookshelves.
STATEMENT OF LINE

Please reference the Joelle price list for full statement of line.

SEATING

30” Rounded Back
51” Rounded Back
30” Angled Back
51” Angled Back
24” Modular Ottoman

Rounded Back and Angled Back available in 24”, 30”, 36”, 48” and 51” widths.

ROUND ANCILLARY OTTOMANS

18” H, 30” D
Glides
18” H, 20” D
Casters
18” H, 20” D
Wood Legs
13” H, 40” D
Glides
13” H, 20” D
Casters
13” H, 20” D
Wood Legs

MATERIALS

Stitching
White
Black
Red
Orange
Gold
Navy
Brown
Green
Dark Jade

Leather Strap
Ebony
Chestnut
Carrie

SQUARE ANCILLARY OTTOMANS

18” H, 18” D
Glides
18” H, 18” D
Casters
18” H, 18” D
Wood Legs
13” H, 18” D
Glides
13” H, 18” D
Casters
13” H, 18” D
Wood Legs

TRAPEZOID ANCILLARY OTTOMANS

18” H, 18” D
Glides
18” H, 23” D
Casters
18” H, 23” D
Wood Legs
13” H, 18” D
Glides
13” H, 18” D
Casters
13” H, 18” D
Wood Legs

Ottoman Surface not available on Trapezoid Ottomans.

DETALS

Ottoman Surface
Wood, Butcher Block, TFL, HPL
Leather Strap
Ebony, Chestnut, Carrie
Stitching Detail

Available in 24” Modular Ottoman Surface and Lounge Seating